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IntroductionThis text comprises two parts, namely the study of the semidirect products of lattices with appli-cations in the Coxeter groups and in the Garside monoids, and the one of the free self-distributifidempotent groupoids (free LDI groupoids), which has as its elements the equivalence classes struc-tured as lattices. The common point that connects this enough independent parts is the notion oflattice and of the con�uence and, more generally, the type of combinatorial and algebraic arumen-tation used.This �rst part is centred on the notion of semidirect product of lattices, whis is the analog, inthe world of lattices, of the semidirect product of groups. As in the case of groups, there existsan internal version and an external version of the semidirect product of lattices, and this one isconstructed using an action of one of the lattices on the other, the direct product corresponds tothe case where the action is trivial. Since a lattice possesses two basic operations (meet and join),the construction of the semidirect product requiers a priori two applications from the �rst latticeinto the endomorphisms of the second one. Actually, one mapping is su�cient for determine theorder of the product and therefore for determine the second mapping.Chapter 1 of the thesis describes the construction of the semidirect product of lattices, as wellas the one of the semidirect product of semilattices (the case where only one lattice operationis de�ned). Many examples are analysed in details. The main result from the point of view offurther developments is Proposition 1.15 which shows that, for determine a semidirect product ofdiscrete lattices (and particulary of �nite lattice), there su�ces to know how to enumerate a set oftriples called special, which code in a certain sense the immediate successor relation in the product.Another result is a characterisation of the smallest class of lattices closed under semidirect products:Proposition 1.25 Let L be a �nite lattice. Then the following conditions are equivalent:(i) the lattice L belongs to the smallest class that contains the two element lattice and that isclosed under sublattices, semidirect products and under isomorphic images;(ii) the lattice L does not contain any sublattice that maps onto a simple lattice;(iii) the lattice L belongs to the smallest class that contains the two element latice and that isclosed under sublattices, under short exact sequences and under isomorphic images;(iv) the lattice L belongs to the greatest class of lattices closed under sublattices and under homo-morphic images that does not contain any simple lattice.Chapter 2 describes an application of the semidirect product of lattices in the Coxeter groups.This application is in fact the starting point of all twe work and the main motivation for which thegeneral semidirect product was introduced. The Coxeter groups are a class of groups containingthe symmetric groups and, more genrally, the re�ection groups of an a�ne space, and they havebeen object of multiple works [27], [4] or [5]. Each Coxeter group W is equiped with a partialorder relation called the weak order 4 [3], which gives a semilattice structure on W in all cases,and a lattice structure in the case when W is �nite. Our goal is to describe an explicit constructionof this (semi)lattice structure, and this is where the semidirect product intervene. Among all thesubgroups of a Coxeter group, there exists subgroups called parabolic which are themselves Coxetergroups, and which are indexed by the subsets of the set of the canonical generators of W . If WJ isa parabolic subgroup of W , there exists a natural decomposition of the elements of W associatedwith WJ , and it shows that this decomposition gives a congruence of the weak order (semi)lattice4



of W . Moreover, the classes of this congruence are mutually isomorphic and they have themselvesa (semi)-lattice structure. We show the following general result:Theorem 2.10 Let (W;S) be a Coxeter system and let J be a subset of S. We denote by WJ thesubgroup generated by J and by W J a left coset associated with WJ . Then the semilattice (W;4)is isomorphic to a semidirect product of semilattices (WJ ;4) and (W J ;4).Moreover, the preceding result is e�ectif in the measure that we can, in a great number ofexamples, completely describe the considered semidirect products exhaustively enumerating thespecial triples. We treat also the case of the types An, Bn, Dn, Im, as well as the one of eA2: forevery in�te family, the weak ordre lattice is constructed inductively starting with the one of thepreceding group of the family.Other results of decompositions exist in the litterature [41], [23]. The speci�city of our resultis to enable an inductive construction (to construct the big lattice starting with the small lattices,which are the only known) and not only a decomposition (to exprime the elements of the big lattice,supposed to be known, in terms of the small lattices). Moreover, it seems that only the case of�nite Coxeter groups has been considered, although our approach applicates to the in�nite case aswell.Chapter 3 is sacri�ced to the study ot the divisibility lattices in the Garside monoids. Toeach Coxeter group we associate so called Artin group, or Artin-Tits group, the presentation ofwhich is obtained from the standard presentation of the Coxeter groups removing the torsionrelations s2 = 1, and a monoid of the same presentation. If W is a �nite Coxeter group, and ifM isthe corresponding Artin monoid, there exists by construction a surjective homomorphism from Mon W , and there exists also a canonical set section of this homomorphism. The image under thissection of the maximal element w0 of W is an element � of M which has important properties,and particulary the divisors of � in the sense of monoid M form a lattice isomorphic to the weakorder lattice on W . We study here the lattices that appear as the lattices of the divisors of theelements �k as well as the divisibility lattice of the monoid M :Proposition 3.11 Let M be an irreducible Artin monoid of spherical type having at least twoatoms. Then the divisibility lattice of M is simple.The notion of Artin monoid is generalised to the Garside monoid de�ned as the monoid havingan element called Garside element, divisors of which form a lattice [17]. We describe examples ofGarside monoidsM where the lattice of divisors of the minimal Garside element � inM is obtainedas a semidirect product of the lattice of divisors of the minimal Garside element Æ of a submonoidof M and of a lattice of divisors of � prime to the element Æ.The second part of the thesis is sacri�ced to the study of the self-distributivity in presence ofthe idempotency. The self-distributivity is the algebraic identity D: x(yz) = (xy)(xz), and theidempotency is the algebraic identity I: x = xx. The LD groupoids, that means the groupoidsformed of a set equipped with an operation satisfying the identity LD, have been much studiedin the recent years, for instance by Dehornoy [13], Drápal [19], Kepka [34] ou Laver [39]. An LDIgroupoid is an LD groupoid that satis�es also the identity I. The �rst problem, when we consideran algebraic identity or a family of algebraic identities, is the word problem, de�ned as the problemto algorithmically decide whether two abstract expressions written with variables and an operation(we say simply two terms) are or not equal modulo the considered identities. To solve this problem5



means to describe explicitely the free structures of the equational variety de�ned by these identities.In the case of the identity LD, the question has been positively solved in [12], and there existactually more methods for �nd out if two terms are or not LD-equivalents. In the case of LDI,that means when we add the idempotency to the self-distributivity, the question is open�and stillremains. The results established in this thesis can be seen as partial results in the direction to asolution of the word problem of LDI, which remains to �nd.Chapter 4 introduce basic notions needed to study LDI, that means to describe the equivalencerelation on terms induced by the identities LD and I. The leading idea is to follow the methodsdevelopped in [12] for the case of LD, and to seek to extend them to the case of LDI�which is notan immediate task. It seems to be natural to introduce a variation ot the idempotency, namely theidentity LI: (x � x) � y = x � y, and to make parallelly the study for LDI and for LDLI.One of the results known for LD is that each class of LD-equivalence has a structure of latticetype (wheter it is a real lattice remains a conjecture in the general case): we introduce an orientednotion of LD-expansion ra�ning the LD-equivalence, and one of the main technical results is theresult of con�uence which a�rms that two terms are LD-equivalents if and only if they have acommon LD-expansion. This result has been shown also in the case of LDI by Larue in [38]. Weremake the proof here and we show a similar result for LDLI:Proposition 4.12 Two terms are LDLI-equivalent if and only if they have a common LDLI-expansion.The problem for solving the word problem of a family of identities, for instance LDI or LDLI,is to know to show that two terms are not equivalent: in fact, if two terms are equivalent, wecan always establish it systematically enumerating all the terms equivalent to the �rst one andwatching if the second one appears on the list. There exist two methods for showing that twoterms t; t0 are not equivalent: the semantic method that consist of constructing an example of agroupoid S satisfying the considered itentities such that t and t0 have di�erent evaluations in S,and the syntactic method, consisting to �nd purely formel criteria showing that t and t0 cannot beequivalent. For instance, in the case of LDI, both the identities LD and I conserve the rightmostand the leftmost variables and therefore, if these two variables in t and t0 do not coincide, it isimpossible for t and t0 to be LDI-equivalent. What we would like to, is to de�ne su�ciently �necriteria to separate all the nonequivalent terms, and this would be a solution of the word problem.In the case of LDI (and of LDLI), we do not have a such criterion but we show a partial resultenabling to syntactically separate terms we did not know to separate till now. The statement usea certain notion of cut of a term.Proposition 4.29 If two terms t; t0 are LDI-equivalent, each cut of t0 belongs to the set Cut(t).We give nontrivial examples of an application of this criterion using a notion of weight on thevariables of a term.In Chapter 5, we study the geometry monoids of the identities LDI and LDLI. For each familyof algebraic identities, there exists a monoid that describes the associated equivalence relationon the terms as orbits under the action of a certain monoide of operators [15]. In the case ofthe associativity, we obtain (essentielly) the Thompson's group F [10], and in the one of theassociativity and of the commutativity, we obtain (essentielly) the Thompson's group V [7]. In thecase the self-distributivity LD, the geometry monoid is an extension of the Artin's group B1, and6



it is the study of this monoid that enabled to solve the word problem of LD and many connectedquestions [12]. It is hence natural to study the geometry monoids of the families of identities LDIand LDLI too, particulary hoping to solve the word problems. In the case of LD, the solutioncomprises four stages, namely the introduction of the syntactic monoid�a monoid satisfying themain relations of the geometry monoid; the proof of the con�uence in the syntactic monoid, whichmeans to show that each element of the fraction group of the syntactic monoid can be writtenin the form uv�1 where u and v belong to the monoid; the solution of the word problem of thesyntactic monoid; and the construction of an injective mapping from classes of LD-equivalence tothe syntactic group. We succeed to complete the �rst two stages of this approach in the case ofLDI and the �rst three stages in the case of LDLI. The main results of this chaptre are:Proposition 5.41 Each element of the fraction group of the syntactic monoid of LDI (respectivelyof LDLI) can be written as uv�1 where u and v belong to the positive syntactic monoid of LDI(respectively of LDLI).Proposition 5.46 The syntactic monoid of LDLI is left cancellative, and each pair of elementsadmit a right least common multiple and a left greatest common divisor and the word problem ofthis monoid can be solved by the returning of words.Chaptre 6 contains results about the LDLI groupoids, that means about the groupoids satisfyingboth the identities LD and LI. We describe a decomposition of the LDLI groupoids that enablesto reconstruct the LDLI groupoids starting with LDI groupoids and right constant groupoids, thatmeans groupoids satisfying the identity x � z = y � z. We use this construction to construct the freeLDLI groupoids starting with the free LDI groupoids and we deduce the following result:Proposition 6.8 Two terms are LDLI-equivalent if and only if they are LDI-equivalent ant theyhave the same right height, i.e. the same length of the rightmost branch when the terms are seenas binary trees.An easy corollary is that a word problem solution of LDLI would give a word problem solutionfor LDI, and vice versa. Another application of the proposition is that the equational varietygenerated by LDLI is the smallest variety that includes both the variety generated by LDI and theone generated by the identity x � z = y � z.I Semidirect products of lattices1 Semidirect product of latticesDe�nition: Let L be a lattice and let � be a congruence on L. We say that the congruence �on L is isoform if the classes of � are mutually isomorphic sublattices.Proposition 1.4: Let K;H be two lattices and let ';  : K � K ! HH be two mappings
7



satisfying the following conditions: 'k;k =  k;k = idH ; (1.6)'k;k0_k00 = 'k_k0;k00 Æ 'k;k0; (1.7) k;k0^k00 =  k^k0;k00 Æ  k;k0; (1.8)h 6  k;k^k0 Æ 'k^k0;k (h); (1.9)h > 'k;k_k0 Æ  k_k0;k (h); (1.10)'k;k0(h _ h0) = 'k;k0(h) _ 'k;k0(h0); (1.11) k;k0(h ^ h0) =  k;k0(h) ^  k;k0(h0): (1.12)then the set K �H with the operations t, u, de�ned by(k1; h1) t (k2; h2) = (k1 _ k2; 'k1;k2(h1) _ 'k2;k1(h2)); (1.17)(k1; h1) u (k2; h2) = (k1 ^ k2;  k1;k2(h1) ^  k2;k1(h2)); (1.18)forms a lattice.De�nition: The lattice constructed in Proposition 1.4 is called a semidirect product of lattices Kand H, and denoted by K n' H.Proposition 1.8: Suppose that L is equal to K n' H. Then there exists a congruence � on Lsuch that K is the factor lattice and all equivalence classes of � are isomorphic to H.Proposition 1.9: Let L be a lattice admitting an isoform congruence �. Let K be the factorlattice L=� and let H be one of the congruence classes. Suppose that both the following conditionsare ful�lled: the set fh0 2 H; 9 k; k0 2 K : (k; h) 6 (k0; h0)g, denoted by Eh;is lower bounded for each h in H; (1.23)the set fh0 2 H; 9 k; k0 2 K : (k; h) > (k0; h0)g, denoted by Eh;is upper bounded for each h in H: (1.24)Than there exist mappings ' and  satisfying the conditions of Proposition 1.4 such that thelattice L is isomorphic to the lattice K n' H.Proposition 1.12: Let K;H be two lattices and let ' be a mapping from K � K to HH thatsatis�es 'k;k = idH , for each k in K, and Conditions (1:7) and (1:11), and also, for all k1; k2 in K,the condition the set '�1k1;k2�(h ]� owns a smallest element. (1:30)Then the set K �H equipped with the order 6, de�ned by(k; h) 6 (k0; h0)() (k 6 k0) et ('k;k0(h) 6 h0); (1:27)8



is a lattice.Proposition 1.13: (i) Let K;H be two join-semilattices an let ' be a mapping from K � Kto End(H) that satis�es 'k;k = idH , for each k in K, and Condition (1:11). Then the set K � Hequipped with the order 6 de�ned by (1:27) is a join-semilattice.(ii) Moreover, if K;H are complete and the mapping ' satis�es Condition (1:30) then (K �H;6)is a complete lattice.Proposition 1.15: Let K;H be two join-semilattices and let ' be a mapping from K � Kto End(H) such that K n' H exists.(i) If every interval of K is of �nite length then the mapping ' is uniquelly described by themappings 'k;k0, with k0, an immediate successor of k in K.(ii) If every interval of H if of �nite lenght then we have, for each k0 an immediate successor of kin K, 'k;k0(h) = 'k;k0�minfh0 2 H : (h0 > h) and ((k0; 'k;k0(h0)) succeeds immed. (k; h0)))g�:De�nition: Let L1; L2; : : : ; L� be lattices, for an ordinal �. We denote by Pi<� Li the ordinalsum of lattices, de�ned as the disjoint sum of sets Li equipped with th ordre 6:a 6 b in L() ((a; b 2 Li) and (a 6Li b)) or ((a 2 Li; b 2 Lj) et (i < j)):Proposition 1.16: Let L be a lattice and let � be a nontrivial congruence on L. Then L embedsinto a semidirect product of L=� and of an ordinal sum of congruence classes and one element sets.This embedding extends the congruence � into the canonical congruence of the semidirect product.De�nition: We denote by SD the smallest class of lattices that contains the two element latticeand that is closed under sublattices, under semidirect products and under isomorphic images.Proposition 1.25: Let L be a �nite lattice. Then the following conditions are equivalent:(i) the lattice L belongs to SD;(ii) the lattice L do not contain any sublattice that maps onto a simple lattice;(iii) the lattice L belongs to the smallest class that contains the two element lattice and that isclosed under sublattices, under short exact sequences and under isomorphic images;(iv) the lattice L belongs to the gratest class of lattices, closed under sublattices and under homo-morphic images that does not contain any simple lattice.Proposition 1.28: The smallest quasivariety of lattices that contains the two element lattice andthat is closed under semidirect product is not a variety.9



2 Construction of the weak order of Coxeter groupsDe�nition: A Coxeter graph � = (S;A) is a �nite nonoriented graph with edges (s; t) in Alabelled by a number ms;t of the set f3; 4; : : : ;1g. We say that a group W is a Coxeter groupassociated to the graph of Coxeter � = (S;A) if it admits the presentationhS; s2 = 1; (st)2 = 1 for (s; t) 62 A;(st)ms;t = 1; pour (s; t) 2 A and ms;t <1i: (2:1)We say that the pair (W;S) is a Coxeter system if W is a groupe and if there exists a graph ofCoxeter � = (S;A) to which the group W is associated. For each element g of W , we de�ne thelenght `(g) as the minimal length of a sequence s1; s2; : : : ; sk, with si in S, satisfying g = s1s2 � � � sk.The word s1s2 � � � sk is then called a reduced expression.De�nition: Let W be a Coxeter group. For g; h in W , we write g 4 h if and only if we have`(g) + `(g�1h) = `(h). This relation is called the weak order of the group W .Proposition 2.2: Let W be a Coxeter group. Then the set (W;4) is a meet-semilattice and theelement 1 is its smallest element. If W is �nite then (W;4) is a lattice.De�nition: Let (W;S) be a Coxeter system and let J a subset of S. We denote by WJ the groupgenerated by J and by W J the left coset of minimal representatives relative to WJ .Theorem 2.10: Let (W;S) be a Coxeter system and let J be a subset of S. Then the meet-semilattice (W;4) is isomorphic to a semidirect product of the semilattices (WJ ;4) and (W J ;4).Theorem 2.12: Let (W;S) be a Coxeter system with W �nite and let J be a subset of S. Thenthe lattice (W;4) is isomorphic to a semi-direct product of the lattices (WJ ;4) and (W J ;4).Proposition 2.19: Let (W;S) be a Coxeter system and let J be a subset of S. Then the operationof meet in the semilattice (W;4) is determined using the operations of meet in the semilatticesWJand W J by the formula: (k; h) ^ (k0; h0) = (k ^ k0;  k;k0(h) ^  k0;k(h0)): (2:4)where the mapping  is expressed by an explicit algorithme.
10



3 Lattices of divisibilityDe�nition: Let � = (�; A) be a Coxeter graph. The Artin group associated to � is the grouppresented by the group presentationh�; [�; �im�;� = [�; �im�;� pour m�;� <1i: (3:1)The Artin monoid associated to � is the monoid presented by the monoid presentation (3.1). AnArtin group or an Artin monoid is said of spherical type if the associated Coxeter graph de�nesa�nite Coxter group. We say that an Artin group or an Artin monoid is irreducible if its Coxetergraph is connected.De�nition: LetM be a monoid. We say that an element a ofM is an atom if the relation a = bc,for b; c in M , implies b = 1 or c = 1 We say that the monoid M is atomic if the upper bound kakof lengths of decompositions of the element a as a product of atoms is �nite for each a in M .For the order by left divisibility on an Artin monoid of spherical type, there exists a supremum a_band an in�mum a ^ b. We de�ne the operation n of the left residue bya _ b = a(anb) = b(bna) (3:2)De�nition: Let M be an atomic monoid. We say that an element Æ of M is balanced if the setof left divisors of Æ coincide with the set of right divisors of Æ. This set is denoted by M(Æ).An element Æ of M is called a Garside element if it is balanced and M(Æ) generates M .A Garside element is called a minimal Garside element of M if it is the smallest among all Garsideelements of M , with respect to the left divisibility.Proposition 3.8: Let M be an irreducible Artin monoid of spherical type that has at least twoatoms. We denote by � its minimal Garside element and by L the left divisibility lattice of divisorsof �k, for k > 1. Let � be a nontrivial congruence on L. If two elements a; b of L are �-equivalentthen the two following conditions are full�lled:fc 2 L; c 4 a and kck 6 kg = fc 2 L; c 4 b and kck 6 kg; (3.3)fc 2 L; a 4 c and kcn�kk 6 kg = fc 2 L; b 4 c and kcn�kk 6 kg: (3.4)Proposition 3.11: Let M be an irreducible Artin monoid of spherical type that has at least twoatoms. Then the lattice (M;4) is simple.De�nition: A monoid M is called a Garside monoid if it satis�es the following four conditions:(i) The monoid M is atomic with a �nite number of atoms.11



(ii) The monoid M is cancellative.(iii) Each pair of elements of M admits a right lcm and a left gcd.(iv) There exists a Garside element in M .De�nition: Let M be a Garside monoid and let � be its minimal Garside element. Let Æ be abalanced divisor of � in M . We denote by MÆ the monoid generated by the set of divisors of Æ. Ifwe have M(Æ) =M(�) \MÆ then the monoid MÆ is called a parabolic subomonoid of M .De�nition: Let M be a Garside monoid and let � be its minimal Garside element. Let MÆ be aparabolic submonoid of M . We say that an element a of M(�) is Æ-reduced if we have a ^ Æ = 1.The set of all the Æ-reduced elements is denoted by M Æ. We denote by dÆ the greatest elementof M Æ if such an element exists.Theorem 3.18: Let M be a Garside monoid and let � be its minimal Garside element. Let MÆbe a parabolic submonoid of M . Suppose that the element dÆ exists and that we have � = ÆdÆ.Then the set M Æ is a lattice and the lattice M(�) is isomorphic to the semidirect product of M(Æ)and M Æ.De�nition: Suppose that M1; : : : ;Mn are Garside monoids. Let i be the set of the atomsof Mi for i between 1 and n. A family of functions verifying the residue identities is de�ned as afamily ~� of functions �ij : Mi �Mj ! Mj for 1 6 i 6= j 6 n such that, for each a in Mi, therestriction �ij(a; �) of �ij to fag �Mj is a bijection of Mj, and veri�es�ij(ab; c) = �ij(b;�ij(a; c));�ij(a; cd) = �ij(a; c)�ij(�ji(c; a); d);�jk(�ij(a; c);�ik(a; e)) = �ik(�ji(c; a);�jk(c; e));for a; b in Mi, c; d in Mj, e in Mk with 1 6 i 6= j 6= k 6= i 6 n. The crossed product 1~�i Mi isde�ned as the factor of the free product of Mi under the congruence generated by all the pairs(x�ij(x; y); y�ji(y; x)) with x in Ai, y in Aj and 1 6 i < j 6 n. For n = 2, we denote the crossedproduct by M1 ./~� M2.Proposition 3.22: Suppose that M1;M2 are Garside monoids. Let ~� be a family of functionsverifying the residue identies. We denote by �i the minimal Garside element of the monoid Mi,for i = 1; 2 and by M the monoid M1 ./~� M2. Then the lattice of divisors of the minimal Garsideelement of M is isomorphic to the semidirect product M(�1)n'M(�2), where the mapping ' isde�ned as 'a;ax(b) = �12(x; b), for each a in M(�1), each b in M(�2) and each x an atom of M1.
12



II Left self-distributive idempotent groupoids4 Identities LD, I, LI and their expansionsDe�nition: Let t; t0 be two terms.(i) We say that t0 is a basic LD-expansion of the term t if it is obtained from t by replacing asubterm t1 � (t2 � t3) by the term (t1 � t2) � (t1 � t3).(ii) We say that t0 is a basic I-expansion of the term t if it is obtained from t by replacing a subtermt1by the term t1 � t1.(iii) We say that t0 is a basic LI-expansion of the term t if it is obtained from t by replacing asubterm t1 � t2 by the term (t1 � t1) � t2.(iv) We say that t0 is a basic LDI-expansion of the term t if t0 is either a basic LD-expansion of tor a basic I-expansion of t.(v) We say that t0 is a basic LDLI-expansion of the term t if t0 is either a basic LD-expansion of tor a LI-expansion of t.De�nition: Let the symbol 5 mean one of the families LD, I, LI, LDI or LDLI. We say that aterm t0 is a k-5-expansion of the term t if there exists a sequence t = t0; t1; : : : ; tk = t0 such that ti isa basic 5-expansion of ti�1, for all i between 1 and k. We say that t0 is a 5-expansion of t (notationt 5! t0) if there exists k such that t0 is a k-5-expansion of the term t.De�nition: Let t0; t be two terms. The term t0 � t is de�ned inductively:t0 � t = (t0 � t when t is a variable,(t0 � t1) � (t0 � t2) for t = t1 � t2: (4:4)We can show by induction that the term t0�t is obtained from the term t by applying the substitutionx 7! t0 � x.De�nition: Suppose that t is a term. We de�ne the terms @LDt, @LDIt et @LDLIt inductively:@LDt = (t when t is a variable,@LDt1 � @LDt2 for t = t1 � t2; (4.5)@LDIt = (t � t when t is a variable,@LDIt1 � @LDIt2 for t = t1 � t2; (4.6)@LDLIt = (t when t is a variable,@LDIt1 � @LDLIt2 pour t = t1 � t2: (4.7)Proposition 4.9: Let the symbol 5 mean one of the families LD, LDI or LDLI and let t; t0 betwo terms. If t0 is a basic 5-expansion of t then @5t is a 5-expansion of t0.13



Proposition 4.12: Let the symbol 5 mean one of the families LD, LDI or LDLI and let t and t0be two terms. Then there exists k such that the term @k5t is a 5-expansion of t0.De�nition: An addresse is a �nite sequence of 0's and 1's. The empty adresse is denoted by �.The set of all the addresses is denoted by A. An adresse � is said �nal if we have � = 1p forsome p > 0.De�nition: Suppose that t is a term. For � an addresse in A, the subterm of t at �, or the�-subterm of t, is the term sub(t; �), speci�ed possibly as:sub(t; �) = 8><>:t pour � = �;sub(t1; �) for � = 0� and t = t1 � t2;sub(t2; �) for � = 1� and t = t1 � t2: (4:11)
De�nition: Let t be a term. We say that � is an addresse in t if the subterm sub(t; �) exists.In this cas, we say that � is external in t if sub(t; �) is a variable, and is internal otherwise. Theskeleton of t is de�ned as the set Skel(t) of all the addresses in t; the outline of t is de�ned as theset Out(t) of all the external addresses in t.De�nition: For two terms t1 and t2, we write t1 < t2 if we have t1 = sub(t1; 0p) for some p > 0.We denote by t1 v t2 the same relation witth p > 0. We write t1 v5 t2 if there exist terms t1 and t2with t01 5= t1, t02 5= t2 and t01 v t02.De�nition: For a term t and � in Skel(t), we de�ne the cut of t at � as the term cut(t; �)recursively: cut(t; �) = 8><>:t pour � = �;cut(t1; �) for � = 0� and t = t1 � t2;t1 � cut(t2; �) for � = 1� and t = t1 � t2: (4:15)
De�nition: For a term t, we de�ne the sets CutLDI(t) and CutLDLI(t) as the smallest sets of termssatisfying:- each cut of the term t belongs to Cut5(t);- each term s0 5-equivalent to a term s in Cut5(t) belongs to Cut5(t);- let s; s0 be two terms in CutLDI(t); if there exists a term t0 in CutLDI(t) such that s is the cut of tat an addresse � and s0 is the cut of t at an addresse �0 and if we have � > �0, then the term s � s0belongs to CutLDI(t);- let s; s0 be two terms in CutLDLI(t); if there exists a term t0 in CutLDLI(t) such that s is the cut of tat a non�nal addresse � and s0 is the cut of t at an addresse �0 and if we have � > �0, then theterm s � s0 belongs to CutLDLI(t). 14



From now, the symbol 5 stands for one of the families LDI or LDLI.Proposition 4.29: Let t0 be a term 5-equivalent to a term t. Then each cut of t0 belongs to theset Cut5(t).Proposition 4.34: The following conditions are equivalent for two terms s and t:(i) we have s v5 t;(ii) there exists a term t0, with t 5= t0, and �, an addresse of Skel(t0) satisfying cut(t0; �) = s;(iii) we have s 2 Cut(t);(iv) we have Cut(s) � Cut(t).De�nition: Suppose that � and � are two addresses with � >LR �. We say that � covers � ifthere exists an addresse  and a positif integer q satisfying � = 1q and 0 v �. Otherwise we saythat � incovers � and we write �� �.De�nition: Let t be a term. A cascade in t is a �nite sequence ~� of pairs ((�1; a1); : : : ; (�p; ap))such that �1; : : : ; �p is a strictement decreasing sequence of addresses in Out(t), and a1; : : : ; ap arecoe�cients 0 or 1, for which ai = 0 implies i = p or �i � �i+1. We write Casc(t) for the set of allthe cascades in t.Proposition 4.38: (i) For every term t, there exists a bijection �t between the set Casc(t) andthe set Out(@LDIt). Suppose that ~� = ((�1; a1); : : : ; (�p; ap)) is a cascade in t. Then we have:cut(@LDIt; �t(~�)) = @a1 cut(t; �1) � � � � � @ap cut(t; �p); (4:23)where @0 means @LDI and @1 means @LDLI.De�nition: Let t0 be a term. For k > 0, we say that a term t is a t0-@5-normal of degree k if tis the cut of @k5t0 in an addresse � and no cut of @k5t0 at an addresse � <LR � is 5-equivalent to t.Moreover, for k > 0, we require that no cut of @k�15 t is 5-equivalent to t neither.Proposition 4.43: Let t0 be a term. Then each term t with t v5 t0 is 5-equivalent to a uniquet0-@5-normal term.Conjecture 4.44: Let t0 be a term and k an integer. Then each cut t of the term @k5t0 is a5-expansion of the t0-@5-normal term that is 5-equivalent to t.Proposition 4.45: Let t and t0 be two terms satisfying t v5 t0. If Conjecture 4.44 is true, thenthere exists an algorithme to �nd the t0-@5-normal term 5-equivalent to t.15



5 Geometry monoidsDe�nition: For each addresse �, we de�ne d� (respectively i�) as the partial function fromthe set of terms to the set of terms that sends each term t on its basic LD-expansion (its basicI-expansion) at the addresse �, if it exists.De�nition: Let ALD and AI be two disjoint copies of the addresse set A. We denote by ALDIthe set ALD [AI and, for each � in ALDI, we de�ne di� either as d� if � belongs to ALD, or as i�if � belongs to AI. We also denote by ALI the subset of AI de�ned as f� 2 AI; 9 : � = 0g andby ALDLI the set ALD [ALI.De�nition: The geometry monoid of 5 is the monoid G5 generated by the operators di�1�with � in A5 using the composition. Analogically, the positive geometry monoid is the monoid G+5generated by the operateors di� with � in A5.De�nition: For w = �e11 � � � � � �epp in (A�15 )�, the operator diw is de�ned as the product die1�1 �� � � � diep�p , where the symbol � means the composition from the left to the right.Proposition 5.4: Let t and t0 be two terms.(i) The terms t and t0 are 5-equivalent if and only if an operator in G5 sends t onto t0, that meansif we have t0 = t � diw for a word w on A�15 .(ii) The term t is a 5-expansion of the term t if and only if an operator in G+5 sends t onto t0, thatmeans if we have t0 = t � diu for a word u on A5.De�nition: For t a term, we de�ne the right height as:rht(t) = 0 when t is a variable,rht(t) = rht(t2) + 1 for t = t1 � t2: (5:6)We see that the right height of a term t is the legth of the rightmost branch of t.Proposition 5.25: If Conjecture 4.44 is true then two terms t and t0 are LDLI-equivalent if andonly if they are LDI-equivalent and they have the same right height.De�nition: The set ALDI is de�ned as the set of symbols di�, with � in ALDI. An LDI-relation is
16



a pair of words on ALDI among the following relations:(d0� �d1� ; d1� �d0�) type ?(i0� �d1� ; d1� � i0�) type ?(d0� � i1� ; i1� �d0�) type ?(i0� � i1� ; i1� � i0�) type ?(d0� �d ; d �d00� �d10�) type D0(d10� �d ; d �d01�) type D10(d11� �d ; d �d11�) type D11(d1 �d �d1 �d0 ; d �d1 �d) type D1(i� � i ; i � i0� � i1�) type I(d� � i ; i �d0� �d1�) type DI(i0� �d ; d � i00� � i10�) type ID0(i10� �d ; d � i01�) type ID10(i10 �d �d0 ; d � i0) type ID10+(i11� �d ; d � i11�) type ID11(i1 �d �d1 �d0 ; d � i) type ID1(di� � i1 �d ; di� � i) type C(d � i11 �d1 ; d � i1) type C(i1 �d �di1� ; i �di1�) lg(�) > 1 type C(i1 �d �d ; i �d) type C(i1 �d �d1 ; i �d1) type CThe set ALDLI is de�ned as the set of symbols di�, with � in ALDLI. An LDLI-relation is an LDI-relation (u; v) such that u and v belong to ALDLI. For 5, one of the families LDI, LDLI, therelation �+5 is de�ned as the congruence of the monoid A�5 generated by the 5-relations, and therelation �5 is de�ned as the congruence of the monoid (A�15 )� generated by the 5-relations andby the relations (di �di�1 ; ") and (di�1 �di ; ").Proposition 5.26: For u; v in A�LDI, the relation diu �+LDI div implies diu = div.Proposition 5.39: Let u; v be two words on A5. Then there exist words u0; v0 on A5 satisfyingdiu �div0 �+5 div �diu0Proposition 5.41: If w is a word on A�15 such that the domain of diw is not empty then thereexist words u; v on A5 satisfying diw �5 diu �div�1 .17



De�nition: Let A be an alphabete. We say that f is a complement on A if f is a partial mappingfrom A�A on A� satisfying f(x; x) = ", for each x from A, and that f(x; y) exists if f(y; x) exists.We denote �+f the relation generated by the relations (xf(x; y); yf(y; x)) with (x; y) in the domainof f . The monoid associated with f on the right is the monoid A� factorised by �+f . We denoteby �f the relation generated by the relations (xf(x; y); yf(y; x)) with (x; y) in the domain of fcompleted by the relations (xx�1; ") and (x�1x; "). The group associated with f on the right is themonoid (A [ A�1)� factorised by �f .We de�ne the syntactic monoid of LDLI MLDLI as the monoid (A�1LDLI)� factorised by the LDLI-relations. We see that the monoid MLDLI is associated on the right with a complement.De�nition: Let w;w0 be two words. We say that w is returnable (to the right) into w0, denotedby wy w0, if there exists a sequence of words w = w1; : : : ; wk = w0 satisfying, for all i < k,wi = w0i � x�1i � yi � w00i and wi+1 = w0i � f(xi; yi) � f(yi; xi)�1 � w00iwhere xi and yi are letters.Proposition 5.46: We have diu �+LDLI div if and only if we have di�1v �diu y ".Proposition 5.47: The monoid MLDLI is left cancelative and the left divisibility order on MLDLIforms a lattice.6 Decomposition of LDLI groupoidsDe�nition: Let G be a groupoid. We de�ne ipG as the smallest equivalence relation on G thatsatis�es (a; a2) 2 ipG.Proposition 6.4: For each LDLI groupoid G, the relation ipG is a congruence and, for all a; b; cin G with (a; b) 2 ipG, we have ac = bc.De�nition: A right constant groupoid is a groupoid satistying the identity x � z = y � z.Proposition 6.8: (i) Let H be an LDI groupoid and let Aa, with a 2 H, be a family of pairwisedisjoint sets. Suppose that there exists mappings fa;b from Ab to Aab, for all a; b in H. We de�nethe groupoid B(H; f) as the set Sa2H Aa with the operation � de�ned by x�y = fa;b(y), for x in Aaand y in Ab. Then the groupoid B(H; f) is LI. Moreover, if the mappings fa;b satisfy the identityfa;bc Æ fb;c = fab;ac Æ fa;c (6:4)18
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